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A tantalizing collection of over 250 recipes tailor-made for the ultimate cooking tool: a cast iron

skillet.Complete with gorgeous, full-color photographs and a wide range of recipes covering

breakfast, lunch, dinner, and everything in between (even decadent desserts!), this definitive cast

iron skillet cookbook is a must-have. While the broad variety of original recipes will appeal to

seasoned chefs, chapters dedicated to the care and keeping of your cast iron skillet make this

cookbook perfect for newcomers to this booming culinary trend, as do the easy to follow

step-by-step recipes.
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I like the recipes and each one has a great picture that shows you what the dish looks like. With a

few exceptions there aren't any very special, high priced ingredients that make preparing a recipe a

chore. The reason for the loss of a star is because she doesn't recommends a pan size for her

recipes. Sometimes it doesn't make a difference but making a Frittata or a cake in an 8" pan versus

a 12" makes a real difference. I would have liked her to at least suggest a size. Even better would

have been if she has said up front that all recipe's use a X" pan unless otherwise stated and then

told how to adjust in case you don't have that size pan.

I'm new to cast-iron cooking, and this is the perfect cookbook for me -- with care and keeping

instructions in the beginning (I had no idea that there were specific rules for how to clean and

season your skillet, so I really appreciated how clearly the author outlined those instructions right up



front), and clear, straight-forward instructions, this cookbook is as user-friendly as it is beautiful. I

love that there are recipes for breads and pastries, too -- who knew you could make those in a

cast-iron skillet? There's a big variety of recipes, from expected classics to unexpected dishes like

naan, so there's really something for everyone. There are beautiful food photos on almost every

page, which makes this a really attractive cookbook to give as a gift. Highly recommend!

Most of the recipes are easy to try. Haven't tried all of them but did couple. None of them turned into

bad. Even I'm not native, it's easy to understand and follow. Explanatory information at the

beginning is very useful. I like cookbooks, going through it from time to time, see some good recipes

I can try. That book is good one for others like me. If you love cast iron, that book has couple good

recipes.

Bought as a gift, but I looked through it. Lots of recipes one would actually make with ingredients

easy to find. Any person who cooks with cast iron or wants to start will love this book.

Bought this cookbook at a little store when on vacation in South Dakota. Love it! The pictures are

great! And, I have cooked several of the dishes, and all are very good! Love it!

great cooking always wanted it love it

Good recipes, good instructions. Nice addition to a cookbook library. Whether you are a novice cast

iron cookware user or an experienced one, this has information useful to both.

This is the best cast iron book I have! Very thorough, but beautiful pictures and the recipes are

awesome!!! My only gripe would be that the size of the skillet used isn't listed.
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